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The conversion of industrial gas consumers to electricity, where technically possible, 
would pose considerable challenges for the electricity grids

DSOs deliver 50% of gas in energy consumed by industrial users - Industry consumes 31% of all gas consumed in the EU (final 
energy consumption)

Share of gas in 

industry

DSO TSO

Netherlands 60% 25% 75%

Czech Rep. 58% 90% 10%

Denmark 53% 100% 0%

Germany 50% 62% 38%

Spain 47% 99% 1%

Austria 40% 100% 0%

France 37% 46% 54%

Belgium 37% 35% 65%

Italy 33% 36% 64%

Switzerland 26% 85% 15%

A barrier for possible decommissioning of gas infrastructure

Source: member data and Frontier 2019 



Dimension II

Which requirements do customers have 

for the use of energy?

 Heat

 Temperature-Level

 Technological use

 Mobility

 ……..

Dimension I 

Which energy sources are

available?

 Renewable electricity, 

waste heat, H2, 

Biomethane, low carbon

gases, geothermal

 Local natural storages

Dimension III

Which infrastructures exist?

 District heating grid

 Gas grid, hydrogen grid

 Electricity grid

Only detailed bottom-up planning delivers the 

right facts and figures to develop integrated local 

energy infrastructures that fit in cities & regions

€

Bottom-up : the perspective for possible developments 
of local energy infrastructures



Regulatory perspectives for decommissioning of parts 
of natural gas infrastructure as an outcome of
local energy infrastructure planning

If parts of the distribution system require decommissioning, as a result of local energy infrastructure planning, 

in particular before the end of their originally projected useful lifecycle, and will not be repurposed for the

distribution of hydrogen, then :

 Member States shall ensure regulatory guidance from the regulatory authorities;

 Member States shall ensure financial support measures for distribution system operators, taking into 

account security of supply, the affordability of network tariffs and environmental requirements;

 DSOs shall propose measures to the NRA to equitably allocate the efficient costs of the assets over their 

remaining lifecycle; 

 NRA shall develop guidelines for a structural approach to the depreciation of assets, including adjusting 

the depreciation profile or timeline of the assets.




